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haNDIcraFT TIP

Christmas joyful anticipation. 
This DIY star garland makes it 
possible.
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level of difficultytime required
60 minutes

You will find material specifications and instructions
on our homepage.

Instruction:Used items:

1 Cut off the hanger on the star out of paper-mâché with scissors.

2 Affix the star out of paper-mâché at the outer wide edge by means of the black 
Washi tape.

3 Cover the remaining edge of the big star with the special double-sided adhesive 
tape and sprinkle some sequin spangles onto it.

4 Stick the special double-sided adhesive tape to the front and back edges of the 
paper-mâché star and stick the star directly onto the coarse cutting of the 3D star 
effect-foil. Cut out the stars with the pointed tip scissors.

5 Trace the contour of the small star on the front and back side of the 3D star 
effect-foil by means of the adhesive stick Quickie Glue and sprinkle sequin spangles 
onto it.

6 Drill a hole in a star tip with the gimlet hand drill.

7  Arrange the stars and fir branches as desired on the mini LED string lights by 
pushing each small light into the pre-drilled hole of the star.

8 Wrap the wire of the string lights around the fir branches.

9 Finally, put the battery compartment into the lurex sachet.

67 329 000 Paper-mâché star with sisal hanger, FSC Rec 100 % 1/3 box
69 169 159 Mini LED string lights with wire/timer 1 piece
60 969 000 Washi tape set, black/gold/silver foil 1.40 m 
23 009 000 3D star effect-foil 1/5 roll
33 086 00 Quickie-Glue adhesive stick 1 piece
39 420 620 Sequin spangles, ultra-fine, PET, brill.gold, 20 ml 1/20 bottle
33 398 00 Special double-sided adhesive tape, highly transp. 1.40 m
55 701 000 Decorative branch with white berries 2 pieces
86 951 06 Lurex sachet, gold 1 piece
51 752 06 Cord without wire, gold 2 m

Additionally you need:
89 379 00 Pointed tip paper scissors
89 529 00 Set of gimlet hand drills


